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Subsensory stochastic electrical stimulation
targeting muscle afferents alters gait control
during locomotor adaptations to haptic perturbations

Giacomo Severini,1,2,3,6,* Alexander Koenig,1 Iahn Cajigas,1,4 Nicholas Lesniewski-Laas,5 James Niemi,5

and Paolo Bonato1,5

SUMMARY

Subsensory noise stimulation targeting sensory receptors has been shown to
improve balance control in healthy and impaired individuals. However, the poten-
tial for application of this technique in other contexts is still unknown. Gait control
and adaptation rely heavily on the input from proprioceptive organs in the mus-
cles and joints. Here we investigated the use of subsensory noise stimulation as a
means to influence motor control by altering proprioception during locomotor
adaptations to forces delivered by a robot. The forces increase step length
unilaterally and trigger an adaptive response that restores the original symmetry.
Healthy participants performed two adaptation experiments, one with stimula-
tion applied to the hamstring muscles and one without. We found that partici-
pants adapted faster but to a lesser extent when undergoing stimulation. We
argue that this behavior is because of the dual effect that the stimulation has
on the afferents encoding position and velocity in the muscle spindles.

INTRODUCTION

Subsensory mechanical and electrical noise stimulation targeting sensory receptors can alter the kines-

thetic sense and lead to improvedmotor performance.1–4 This effect is understood to be related to the sto-

chastic resonance phenomenon, for which small amounts of noise can improve the detection of weak sig-

nals in nonlinear threshold-based systems.5,6 The noise, if correctly calibrated, increases the sensitivity of

the threshold-based system, allowing for the detection of otherwise undetectable signals. An optimal level

of noise maximizes this effect. Stochastic resonance has been observed to occur in response to noise stim-

ulation in threshold-based biological systems,5 in neurons7 and in human sensory receptors.8 It is believed

that noise applied mechanically or electrically to sensory receptors boosts proprioception by depolarizing

the associated afferents and facilitating their firing and the transmission of the sensory information to the

central nervous system (CNS).

Mechanical and electrical stimulation targeting joints, muscles and the soles of the feet, has been consis-

tently shown to improve posturographic parameters during different balance exercises.1,2,9–17 However,

the application of this technique to lower extremity tasks different than balance has been more

limited,4,18–21 making it unclear whether subsensory stimulation can be successfully used also in other con-

texts and whether it can be selectively used to elicit desired changes in themotor behaviors associated with

the performance of dynamic tasks.

Proprioceptive feedback plays a crucial role during locomotion, regulating the magnitude and duration of the

activity of the various flexor and extensor muscles.22–25 Proprioception is also central during lower limb motor

adaptations, by generating the kinesthetic component of the sensory prediction error that drives adaptation.26

It has been also observed that locomotor adaptation during split-belt treadmill experiments is associated with a

recalibration of the perception of limb speed,27,28 a process that has been attributed to the cerebellum.29 Given

its dependence on proprioceptive input, locomotor adaptation appears to be an appropriate task to test

whether the use of subsensory noise stimulation to boost proprioception affects dynamic motor control.

Based on this rationale, we tested the use of subsensory electric current applied directly on the surface of

the hamstring muscles for the purpose of altering the response of healthy individuals to a unilateral haptic
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perturbation delivered using a commercial robot for gait rehabilitation. The participants underwent two

experiments consisting in walking while experiencing the perturbation, one with and one without the sub-

sensory stimulation. The perturbation was active during the swing phase of the gait cycle and had the effect

of increasing the step length of the participants’ right foot and triggering an adaptive process aiming at

restoring the original step length, following a known paradigm.30,31 We analyzed adaptation in step length

together with the associated kinematics and kinetics to clarify whether changes because of the stimulation

correlate with a modification in the activity of the hamstring muscles.

We hypothesized that the subsensory electrical stimulation would hyperpolarize the muscle spindles,

increasing their sensitivity, thus modifying adaptation performance. This modified adaptation performance

would be expressed as a faster adaptation process because of the increase in the amount of proprioceptive

information available from a group of muscles involved in the adaptation process.31 As expected from our

hypothesis, we found that the stimulation leads to faster adaptations. However, to our own surprise, we

observed that the faster adaptation converged toward a longer residual step length, indicating a less com-

plete adaptation process. The faster adaptation could be because of the increase in available propriocep-

tive information, as per our hypothesis, and/or from the larger target residual step length. Given this obser-

vation, these results cannot fully confirm our initial hypothesis. We theorize that our results may depend on

the differential effect that the stimulation has on the different sensory receptors present in the muscle spin-

dles, although future studies are necessary to confirm this. These results may have implications on the use

of subsensory stimulation during robot-assisted gait therapy of individuals presenting with proprioceptive

deficits.

RESULTS

Experimental setup, testing protocol, and analyses

In this study, 30 healthy individuals (15 women, average age = 27.4 G 3.8, average BMI = 22.9 G 2) per-

formed two locomotor adaptation experiments using the Lokomat device (Hocoma, Switzerland),

a commercially available robot designed for administering robot-assisted gait training.32 Participants per-

formed one locomotor adaptation experiment while experiencing subsensory electrical stimulation during

the whole experiment (STIM condition) and one while experiencing the stimulation only in the first 20 s of

the experiment (NOSTIM condition). The two experiments were carried out in different days and in

a random order, with the participants unaware of the condition associated with each experiment. Thus,

the electrodes and stimulator were set up and started during both experiments, but for the NOSTIM exper-

iment the stimulation was shut down after 20 s.

During each locomotor adaptation experiment, participants experienced 80 steps of unperturbed walking

(Baseline phase) during which the robot was fully back-driven and compensating for the interaction forces

between itself and the user. These steps were followed by 80 steps of perturbed walking (Force-field

phase), and finally 80 steps of unperturbed walking (After-effect phase) during which the robot was once

again fully back-driven. The perturbation, whose effects have been examined in previous studies,30,31

was designed as a velocity-dependent force-field acting on the right leg during the swing phase. The

net effect of the perturbation was to increase the step length of the right foot (Figure 1A). The magnitude

of the force-field was dependent on the weight of the participant and was tuned so as to induce a step

length increase of approximately 30% with respect to the baseline step length.30 During both locomotor

adaptation experiments, a pair of electrodes for electrical stimulation were placed on the participants’

hamstrings (Figure 1B). In both experimental conditions, participants received subsensory electrical stim-

ulation consisting of zero mean Gaussian white noise with RMS amplitude value set at 90% of the sensory

threshold (estimated as 191.3G 144.8 mA through all the experiments of all the participants). The frequency

of the applied stimulation had a bandwidth of (0 Hz, 1kHz] and was the same for all subjects. Each exper-

iment lasted for about 10 min. As in previous studies based on the same paradigm,30,31 the adaptation to

the perturbation was quantified as the change in step length observed during the different phases of the

experiments. Step length was calculated from the joint angles measured by the robot (see STAR Methods)

in a Cartesian coordinate system with origin at the hip joint of the robot. The estimated length of each step

taken by study participants was normalized and expressed as percentage change with respect to the

average step length observed during the baseline phase of each experiment. Adaptation and de-adapta-

tion are usually characterized by a marked exponential-like trend.30 For this reason, adaptation and de-

adaptation behaviors were modeled by fitting exponential functions (Figures 1C and Equation 4) to the

data recorded during the Force-field and After-effect phases of the experiments. The timing of adaptation
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and de-adaptation was estimated from the time constant of the fitted exponentials, as a mean to verify our

hypothesis. We also analyzed the values of normalized step length in specific sections of the experiments.

In our analyses, we first compared the changes in step length and gait biomechanics between the STIM and

NOSTIM conditions, regardless of which condition was experienced first. We also analyzed differences be-

tween the two stimulation conditions by stratifying the participants in two groups, based on the order of the

two experiments (STIM first or NOSTIM first).

Analysis of the effect of the stimulation conditions on step length adaptation

When comparing the two stimulation conditions regardless of order, we found two distinct behaviors in the

adaptation plots for the STIM and NOSTIM conditions (Figure 2A). Specifically, in the Force-field phase, we

observed exponential changes in step length that converged faster and toward a higher target step length

in the STIM condition compared to the NOSTIM condition. This observation suggests that participants,

during the STIM condition, adapted faster but to a less extent compared to the NOSTIM condition. Fig-

ure 2B shows the time constants of adaptation associated with the exponential fittings performed on

the average step length data for the complete STIM and NOSTIM datasets. The number of steps needed

for adaptation were estimated as 3 times the time constant b of the exponential function fitted to the data.

Figure 1. Experimental Setup and Metrics

(A) Lokomat setup for the motor adaptation experiment. Calculation of step length was performed in the reference

system of the Lokomat, with the zero set at the mechanical center of the hip joint. The perturbing force-field (indicated by

the yellow beams over the orange foot trajectory) was active during the swing phase of the gait cycle.

(B) The electrodes for SR stimulation were placed approximately 5 cm above and below the tight upper cuff on the back of

the right leg of each participant, targeting the hamstrings.

(C) Amount and rate of adaptation and de-adaptation were calculated from the normalized step length and were

modeled using the exponential function in the equation.
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From the analysis of the time constant derived from the fitted exponentials, expressed as the estimated

value of steps G95% confidence interval, we found that participants took approximately 11.1 G 1.6 steps

(rmse = 0.06) to adapt to the perturbation in the STIM condition, whereas 20.1 G 3.0 steps were needed in

the NOSTIM condition (rmse = 0.10). Similarly, in the After-effect phase, participants took approximately

12.6 G 1.5 steps rmse = 0.10) to de-adapt the modified gait pattern in the STIM condition, whereas

21.1 G 4.2 steps were needed in the NOSTIM experiment to achieve the same result (rmse = 0.02).

Figure 2C shows the results of the statistical analysis performed to compare the step length values

observed at different points of the experiments in the STIM and NOSTIM conditions. At the first step of

the Force-field phase, participants showed a normalized step length value of 132.9 G 14.2% for the

STIM condition and of 130.4 G 10.4% for the NOSTIM condition. This difference was not significant

(p = 0.185, Wilcoxon’s signed rank test with Bonferroni-Holm correction). The average step length across

the last five steps of adaptation was 109.4 G 12.1% for the STIM condition and 103.9 G 9.1% for the

NOSTIM condition. This difference was shown to be statistically significant (p = 0.024, Wilcoxon signed

rank test with Bonferroni-Holm correction), supporting the preliminary observation that participants adapt-

ed to a lesser extent during the STIM condition. At the beginning of the After-effect phase, we observed a

step length of 72.5 G 11.7% for the STIM condition and 67.6 G 12.8% for the NOSTIM condition. This dif-

ference was statistically significant (p = 0.04, Wilcoxon’s signed rank test with Bonferroni-Holm correction)

and may be explained by the smaller amount of adaptation observed for the STIM condition at the end of

the Force-field phase. Figure 2D presents the analysis of the inter-subject and intra-subject variability in

step length at the end of the Force-field phase. We calculated inter-subject variability in step length as

the standard deviation across participants of the average step length observed in the last 30 steps of

the Force-field phase. For the STIM condition, we observed a value of inter-subject variability equal to

12.7 G 0.9% compared to 10.3 G 1.0% for the NOSTIM condition. This difference was shown to be

Figure 2. Analysis of step length adaptation, STIM versus NOSTIM conditions

(A) Step length changes over the course of the experiment for the STIM (light blue) and NOTISM (light red) conditions.

Dots and shaded areas represent average and standard error of the normalized step length across all participants for each

condition. Bold lines represent the exponential fitting calculated from the average data of each condition. Two different

behaviors are clearly identifiable between the STIM and NOTISM conditions.

(B) Time constants (in steps G95% confidence interval) of the exponentials estimated during the Force-field and After-

Effect phases for the STIM and NOSTIM conditions. The STIM condition presents faster adaptation and de-adaptation

time constants.

(C) Across-participants average Gstandard deviation of step length at the beginning and end of the Force-Field and at

the beginning of the After-Effect. The STIM condition presented significant higher residual step length at the end of the

Force-Field and significantly lower initial After-Effect with respect to the NOSTIM condition, indicating a smaller extent of

adaptation. Error bars represent median Gstandard deviation across participants.

(D) Inter-subject and intra-subject variability in step length. STIM condition is associated with a significant higher inter-

subject variability, whereas intra-subject variability is un-altered between the two conditions. Error bars represent

median G standard deviation across participants.
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statistically significant with a p < 0.001 (Wilcoxon’s signed rank test with Bonferroni-Holm correction). Intra-

subject variability was calculated as the standard deviation of step length across steps observed in the last

30 steps of the Force-field phase. For this parameter, we did not observe significant differences between

the STIM and NOSTIM conditions, with values of 3.4 G 2.7% for the former and 3.4 G 2.3% for the latter

(p = 0.688, Wilcoxon’s signed rank test with Bonferroni-Holm correction). These results suggest an increase

in variability between the different participants when exposed to stimulation. This increase however does

not appear to be caused by an increase in the intrinsic step-by-step variability of each participant.

The main result of the analysis presented in this paragraph is that the STIM condition is associated with a

faster but less complete adaptation with respect to NOSTIM. To control whether the faster adaptation time

constant is because of the higher residual step length at the end of the adaptation period, we re-calculated

the time constant of adaptation for NOSTIM up to the point in the data where the residual step length

observed in STIM is reached. In this analysis we first added to the NOSTIM data the difference in step

length observed at the first step of adaptation between the STIM and NOSTIM conditions. This was

done to account for the higher initial step-length observed during STIM. We then fitted the exponential

function on the portion of the NOSTIM data up to the third occurrence of step length values below the

value of residual step length calculated at the end of the STIM condition. This analysis, presented in Fig-

ure S3 in the supplemental information, show that STIM is still associated with a slightly faster adaptation

time constant (11.1 G 1.25 steps rmse = 0.06) with respect to NOSTIM (12 G 1.55 steps, rmse = 0.08).

Session-dependent analysis

Locomotor adaptations can present savings, which is a phenomenon where an adaptation experiment

experienced after an earlier one is characterized by a smaller initial error and a faster adaptation speed.33

To account for the presence of savings, we analyzed the dataset by stratifying participants depending on

the order of the experiments. In this analysis, we split the datasets depending on whether the participants

experienced the STIM or NOSTIM experiment in the first experiment and assessed each group (STIM-First

and NOSTIM-First) of 15 participants separately. The results are presented in Figure 3, where blue and red

indicate the STIM and NOSTIM conditions and light and dark color represent, respectively, the order of the

experiment (first or second). The adaptation plots (Figure 3A) for the session-dependent analysis present

adaptation trends consistent with those observed in the complete analysis. Specifically, the two STIM step

length plots are ‘‘above’’ the respective NOSTIM datasets in the Force-field phase indicating a faster but

less extent of adaptation. The analysis of the time constants confirmed this observation. The STIM-First

group, in fact, presented a time constant of adaptation equal to 8.8 G 1.9 steps for the STIM condition

and 25.0 G 3.0 steps for the NOSTIM condition (rmse = 0.08 and 0.15 respectively). The NOSTIM-First

group presented the same directional trend of STIM adaptation being faster than the NOSTIM one, with

a time constant of 15.8 G 1.8 steps for the STIM condition and of 16.9 G 0.8 steps for the NOSTIM condi-

tion. However, in this case, the confidence intervals of the estimation overlap considerably (rmse = 0.03 for

STIM and rmse = 0.05 for NOSTIM). We also observed the same behavior in the time constants of the After-

effect with faster time constant associated with the STIM conditions for both groups (16.6 G 2.6 steps for

the STIM-First group, 8.8 G 1.0 steps for the NOSTIM-First group) compared to the NOSTIM conditions

(26.7 G 4.8 steps for the STIM-First group, 19.6 G 1.7 steps for the NOSTIM-First group). The analysis of

step length showed no substantial differences across the different groups in the initial response to the

perturbation. The STIM-First group presented an initial deviation of 136.1 G 4.2% in the STIM condition

and of 132.1 G 2.7% in the NOSTIM condition (p = 0.303, Wilcoxon’s signed rank test with Bonferroni-

Holm correction). Similarly, the NOSTIM-First group presented an initial deviation of 129.6 G 2.6% in

the STIM condition and of 128.7 G 2.5% in the NOSTIM condition (p = 0.978, Wilcoxon’s signed rank

test with Bonferroni-Holm correction). At the end of the Force-field phase, participants in the STIM-First

group presented a residual step length of 110.0 G 3.6% in the STIM condition and of 102.7 G 2.5% in

the NOSTIM condition. This difference, however, was not statistically significant (p = 0.0520, Wilcoxon’s

signed rank test with Bonferroni-Holm correction). In the NOSTIM-First group, we observed a residual

step length of 108.9G 2.9% in the STIM condition and of 105.8G 2.2% in the NOSTIM condition, although

in this case the difference was not significant (p = 0.909, Wilcoxon’s signed rank test with Bonferroni-Holm

correction). At the beginning of the After-effect phase, we observed, for the STIM-First group, a step length

equal to 70.6 G 3.4% in the STIM condition and equal to 62.2 G 2.9% in the NOSTIM condition. In the

NOSTIM-first condition, we observed values for step length equal to 74.4 G 2.4% and 71.0 G 3.2% for

the STIM and NOSTIM conditions. Only the differences observed for the STIM-first group were shown to

be statistically significant (p = 0.039 for the STIM-First group, p = 0.978 for the NOSTIM-First group,
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Wilcoxon’s signed rank test with Bonferroni-Holm correction). Analysis of inter-subject variability (Fig-

ure 3D) showed statistically significant differences between the two stimulation conditions in the STIM-

First group (15.2 G 0.9% for STIM, 8.1 G 1.6% for NOSTIM, p < 0.001, Wilcoxon’s signed rank test) but

not in the NOSTIM-First group (9.9G 2.0% for STIM, 11.9G 2.2% for NOSTIM, p = 0.454,Wilcoxon’s signed

rank test). Intra-subject variability did not present statistically significant differences between conditions for

both groups, with values of 3.0 G 2.0% for STIM and 2.67 G 1.6% for NOSTIM in the STIM-First group

(p = 0.978, Wilcoxon’s signed rank test) and 3.0 G 4.1% for STIM and 3.0 G 2.0 for NOSTIM in the

NOSTIM-First group (p = 0.909, Wilcoxon’s signed rank test).

Effect of the stochastic resonance stimulation on the joint kinematics and kinetics at the hip

and knee during adaptation

We analyzed the joint biomechanics to identify a possible cause of the differences in step length adapta-

tion between the STIM and NOSTIM conditions. The average joint angles at the end of the adaptation

period are similar in both conditions. The higher residual step length observed in the STIM condition

compared to the NOSTIM condition is mainly explained by a slight increase in hip flexion and knee exten-

sion during STIM observed from about 40% of the gait cycle on. In particular, we observed an anticipation

of the position of the peak hip flexion during swing in STIM with respect to NOSTIM (Table S1), which how-

ever was not significant after adjusting for multiple comparisons. We did not observe substantial differ-

ences in the measured torques at both the hip and knee between baseline and the last steps of adaptation

in both conditions. It needs to be pointed out that the measured torques are the interaction torques be-

tween the user and the robot measured by the Lokomat sensors and do not capture completely the torques

generated at the hip and knee during gait. We observed small, non-significant, differences between the

Figure 3. Session-dependent analysis of step length adaptation, STIM-First and NOSTIM-First groups

(A) Adaptation plots for the STIM (blue) and NOSTIM (red) conditions depending on the order of the experiment. Lighter

color indicates that a condition has been experienced in the first experiment, while darker color in the second. Both STIM

conditions present faster and less extended adaptation with respect to the respective NOSTIM conditions.

(B) Time constants (in steps G 95% confidence interval) of the exponentials estimated during the Force-field and After-

Effect phases for the STIM and NOSTIM conditions of the STIM-First and NOSTIM -First groups. The STIM conditions

present faster adaptation and de-adaptation time constants in both groups.

(C) Across-participants average G standard deviation of step length at the beginning and end of the Force-Field and at

the beginning of the After-Effect. The STIM conditions presented higher residual step length at the end of the Force-Field

and significantly lower initial After-Effect with respect to the respective NOSTIM conditions. This result was statistically

significant (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon signed rank test) only for the STIM-First group. Error bars represent median G standard

deviation across participants.

(D) Inter-subject and intra-subject variability in step length. STIM condition for the STIM-First group presented a

statistically significant higher inter-subject variability. Error bars represent median G standard deviation across

participants.
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STIM and NOSTIM conditions for the hip torque. These differences were mostly characterized by a higher

negative peak during late stance in STIM and an anticipated torque profile, which agrees with what

observed in the kinematics.

At the knee, for both the STIM andNOSTIM conditions, we observed an increased peak knee torque during

swing, which was higher for STIM compared to NOSTIM. In STIM, we also observed a lower negative peak

during terminal swing, which appeared delayed in NOSTIM. Both these results were not statistically signif-

icant (Table S1). Adaptation to the perturbation is associated with an increase in joint power generated

against the machine during the swing phase at both the hip and knees. At the knee level, in particular,

a peak of generated power is present in late swing where normally a power absorption is observed. This

behavior reflects the participants rejection of the step lengthening perturbation. Small differences, not sta-

tistically significant, were observed between the two conditions, with STIM associated with an anticipated

hip power generation profile and a higher knee power peak during late swing. We estimated the power

required to counteract the perturbation as the difference between the average power calculated during

the baseline phase and that calculated in the last 5 steps of the adaptation phase, minus the power attrib-

uted to the perturbation itself (see STAR Methods for details). We observed, for both hip and knee and in

both STIM and NOSTIM conditions, that participants exerted additional power at the beginning of the

stance phase (loading-response) and during mid/terminal swing, when the perturbation is active. For

both conditions the amount of additional power was higher at the knee with respect to the hip. At the

hip we observed a higher amount of power exerted by the participants during the NOSTIM condition

with respect to the STIM one. This difference was shown to be not significant (see supplemental informa-

tion, Figure S1). At the knee, on the other hand, participants presented a higher additional power during

the STIM condition with respect to the NOSTIM condition (Figure S1), but also this difference was not found

to be statistically significant.

DISCUSSION

This study investigated the effect of subsensory electrical noise stimulation applied to the hamstring mus-

cles during a robot-based locomotor adaptation experiment. Our results revealed that subsensory stimu-

lation directly altered the adaptation process so that in the experiments where the stimulation was applied,

individuals adapted faster but to a lesser extent compared to experiments during which no stimulation was

delivered.We also saw that this effect is bigger in the group that received the stimulation in their first exper-

iment. Our hypothesis was that the subsensory electrical stimulation would increase the sensitivity of the

muscle spindles and thus accelerate the adaptation process by increasing the amount of proprioceptive

information available to the CNS when processing and responding to the perturbation.

Although our results seem to confirm this hypothesis the reasons behind the accelerated adaptation that

we observed are not completely clear. In fact, the observed increase in adaptation speed could be directly

because of the stimulation or could be secondary to the larger kinematic error observed at the end of the

force-field period in the STIM condition. The analysis of the time constant of adaptation after controlling for

the difference in residual step-length (Figure S3) suggests that adaptation during the STIM condition is

slightly faster than that observed the NOSTIM condition. However, the differences observed are minimal

and this post-hoc analysis cannot completely exclude an effect of residual step length on adaptation

speed. This effect can only be confirmed or excluded by an ad-hoc experiment controlling for the target

adaptation step length. Nevertheless, if the adaptation during the STIM condition is indeed faster, the

direct effect of the peripheral stimulation would be that of accelerating the adaptation process. The alter-

native possibility is that the smaller number of steps required to reach the adapted plateau would be a by-

product of the fact that the adaptation target is closer to the original deviation induced by the perturbation.

In the following, we will discuss these two possible mechanisms. During motor adaptations to perturba-

tions that induce dynamic changes in the walking environment, the CNS modifies the motor plan so as

to anticipate the expected effects of the perturbation with the aim of minimizing the sensory prediction er-

ror associated with the kinematic error. In our experiments we induced a kinematic error in step length that

leads to an asymmetric gait pattern. Adaptation in this case is likely associated with the restoration of the

normal relationship between the center of mass and the boundaries of the base of support to maintain a

stable gait pattern.30,34 Emken et al. showed that motor adaptations during walking can be described as a

tradeoff between the kinematic error caused by the perturbation and the effort required to reject it.35 The

same authors demonstrated that the rate of adaptation, herein measured by the number of steps needed
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for the adaptation process to converge, depends on the magnitude of the perturbing force-field,36 where

stronger perturbations cause bigger kinematic errors and thus faster adaptation processes.

Rate of adaptation has also been shown to depend on the presence and structure of previous exposures to

the perturbation.33 Specifically, Malone et al. showed that individuals who had experienced multiple expo-

sures to the same perturbation in the same day presented faster adaptations in the exposures following the

first one, in a process often referred to as ‘‘savings’’.33 We designed our experiments so as to limit the

possible effects of savings by performing the adaptation experiments over non-consecutive days. Savings,

however, have been observed also in case of experiments performed months apart.37

At a first glance, our data surprisingly showed a pattern opposite to the one observed by Malone. Our data

shows that locomotor adaptation experiments performed in the second session (across both stimulation con-

ditions) presented longer adaptation time constants with respect to those performed in the first session (Fig-

ure S2). However, this behavior appears to be driven by the group who received the stimulation in their first

experimental session. Although we observed consistently faster but less ‘‘complete’’ adaptation in the STIM

compared to the NOSTIM condition regardless of the order of the experiment, the STIM-first group presented

the fastest learning time constant among session/conditions during STIM and the slowest duringNOSTIM. This

result may suggest that the stimulation is more effective if the task has not been experienced recently and that

having first adapted with a ‘‘boosted’’ proprioceptive input disrupts a subsequent adaptation, possibly by dis-

rupting the sensory recalibration process associated with locomotor adaptation.27 This interpretation, although

plausible, needs to be confirmed through specifically designed experiments.

The main proxies of the differences we observed between the step length adaptation processes in the

STIM and NOSTIM conditions are the differences we observed in the kinematics and kinetics of the partic-

ipants at the hip and knee joints. In the STIM condition, participants showed trends of slightly anticipated

hip and knee angle patterns and increased knee torque and power generated during the late swing phase

compared to the NOSTIM condition (Figure 4). These results show a difference in power exerted at the

knee between the STIM and NOSTIM conditions (Figures 4 and S1). The behavior observed in the STIM

condition is in accordance with an anticipation in negative knee torque production in swing (when the

perturbation is active) and thus consistent with a higher (and possibly anticipated) activity of the hamstring

muscles that are the main drivers of the negative contribution to the active knee torque in terminal swing,

and that are the muscles we observed to contribute to the rejection of this particular perturbation.31

Although the results of our experiments cannot directly confirm that the stimulation ultimately leads to

an increased activity of the hamstrings, because EMGdata was not recorded this plausible result, if verified,

would clearly indicate that subsensory stimulation can be used to selectively alter the activity of different

muscles during the performance of dynamic tasks.

To get a better understanding of the processes potentially leading to our results, it is perhaps useful to

consider the theoretical effects that the subsensory electrical stimulation has on themuscle spindles during

movement (Figure 5). Muscle spindles are intrafusal fibers parallel to the skeletal muscle fibers that encode

information regarding the rate of muscle stretch (group Ia afferents) and the amount of muscle stretch

(group II afferents) during active and passive contractions.38 Specifically, the firing rate of group Ia afferents

increases with the rate of muscle stretch, whereas that of group II afferents increases with the amount of

stretch. Considering the hamstringmuscles during themid-to-terminal swing phase of the gait cycle, where

the muscle is lengthening because of knee extension while contracting eccentrically, we can hypothesize

the dynamic behavior of the stretch to be roughly proportional to the dynamical behavior of the knee angle.

This gross approximation, that omits for simplicity these muscles’ length dependency on the hip angle,

which, however, does not change substantially in late swing, is herein used to emphasize the role that

the hamstring muscles have in terminal swing, where they contribute to the deceleration of knee extension.

A perturbation like the one we applied in our experiment directly modifies the dynamic stretching of the

hamstring muscles. As the perturbation increases step length mostly by exerting a knee-extending torque

during swing, it induces a faster and higher stretch in the hamstring muscles before its compensation, thus

driving higher firing rates in both the Ia and II receptors (Figure 5), with respect to their firing patterns dur-

ing baseline walking. Small electrical currents acting on the spindles theoretically lead to a partial depolar-

ization of the receptor membrane,2,8 bringing it closer to its firing threshold. This effect should facilitate the

firing of the receptors and possibly translate in both the Ia and II receptors firing at a higher firing rate given
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the same rate and amount of stretch compared to their normal firing patterns. Thus, in this theorization,

the depolarization disrupts the natural coding between the firing rate of the Ia and II receptors and the

rate/amount of muscle stretch in the hamstrings, increasing the firing rate during the portion of the gait

pattern where the muscle is lengthening.

This theoretical framework suggests a coupled effect of the stimulation on the rate of adaptation. The

increased sensitivity of Ia receptors could, in fact, alter the perceived magnitude of the perturbation,

Figure 4. Hip/knee kinematics and kinetics during baseline and late adaptation

(A) Across-participants average hip (left) and knee (right) angles during baseline (shaded area represents the average G

standard deviation across all participants) and at the end of adaptation for the STIM (blue line) and NOSTIM (red line)

groups (each line represents the average across participants).

(B) Across-participants average hip (left) and knee (right) measured torques during baseline (shaded area represents the

average G standard deviation across all participants) and at the end of adaptation for the STIM (blue line) and NOSTIM

(red line) groups (each line represents the average across participants). The torques are measured as the interaction

torques between the individuals and the Lokomat exoskeleton and do not correspond to the joint torques.

(C) Across-participants average hip (left) and knee (right) power during baseline (shaded area represents the average G

standard deviation across all participants) and at the end of adaptation for the STIM (blue line) and NOSTIM (red line)

groups (each line represents the average across participants). The power is calculated from the measured torques and do

not correspond to the actual joint power.

(D) Average G standard deviation of the additional power (calculated as the difference between the power at the end of

adaptation and the power at baseline after removing the power associated with the erturbation) for the STIM (blue) and

NOSTIM (red) conditions at the hip (left) and knee (right). The STIM condition is characterized by a slightly lower peak hip

additional power, and by a significantly (see Figure S1) higher additional power at the knee level. In all eight plots the

vertical gray line represents the estimated point of transition between stance and swing phases of the gait cycle (toe-off).
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leading the CNS to predict a higher biomechanical error, earlier during the swing phase. This effect could

drive an anticipated higher activity in the hamstring muscles while compensating for the effects of the

perturbation that would cause a faster adaptation similarly to what has been observed by Emken et al.36

At the same time, the disruption of the normal firing/stretch relationship in the II receptors could alter the

perceived level of stretch thus modifying the perceived target adapted muscle length, inhibiting the activ-

ity of the hamstring earlier than in the non-stimulated condition. In the context of this interpretation, the

overall faster rate of adaptation observed in the STIM condition would be both a primary effect of the stim-

ulation and a secondary effect of the larger kinematic error observed at the end of adaptation. Our results

support but do not confirm this theoretical framework, that needs to be verified through specifically de-

signed experiments involving the recording of both spindle activity and surface EMG of the hamstring.

It is worth noticing that the STIM condition is also associated with a higher inter-subject step length vari-

ability that is not dependent on an increase in intra-subject variability. This behavior suggests a participant-

specific response to the stimulation. For each participant, we selected the RMS value of the stimulating

noise current equal to 90% of the sensory threshold. This value, selected based on the response of the

skin nociceptors, may lead to different degrees of deeper muscle spindle depolarization across partici-

pants (also considering the differences, across participants in leg size, muscle tone and fat distribution),

thus it may be ‘‘more optimal’’ for some individuals and less for others. This interpretation about the cause

of the observed variability, could suggest the presence of a Stochastic Resonance effect associated with

the noise stimulation, as suggested by several previous studies in literature,1–4,8,10,18 where an optimal level

of noise maximizes the operations of a threshold-base system, whereas smaller and higher levels of noise

yield worse results. Future experiments could explore methods to optimize the stimulation level for an in-

dividual based on muscle spindle sensitization rather than skin sensation. It also needs to be pointed out

that, in an electrical stimulation like the one that we administered in our experiments, the current is distrib-

uted over a large area, whereas spindles may be distributed also deep within themuscle tissue, in a subject-

specific way. Thus, a different number of spindles may be affected by the stimulation across participants,

Figure 5. Theoretical model of the effect of subsensory electrical stimulation on the spindles of the hamstring

muscles during the locomotor adaptation experiments

The response of primary muscle spindles (afferent Ia) is modeled as a firing depending on the rate of muscle stretch

(modeled, for the hamstring muscle during swing, as the derivative of the knee angle, top plot, left), whereas the response

of the secondary muscle spindles (afferent II) is modeled as a firing directly dependent on the amount of muscle stretch

(modeled as the changes in knee angle, top plot, right). The perturbation (third row) leads to increased firing rate during

late swing phase for both the Ia and II afferents. The effect of the subsensory stimulation is that of increasing the

depolarization level of the spindles, affecting the firing/stretch relationship for both the Ia and II receptors. During

subsensory electrical stimulation higher firing rates are associated with the same stretch and rate of stretchy induced by

the perturbation, possibly altering the active response of the muscle through spinal and supra-spinal circuits.
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contributing to the variability in the response to the stimulation. Moreover, because of the lack of selectivity

of the surface stimulation we cannot exclude that other neural pathways may be affected at the same time.

These results show that subsensory electrical stimulation directly modifies motor control during the perfor-

mance of dynamic tasks, and that the observed kinematic effects are theoretically supported by a modifi-

cation in activity of the stimulated muscle. Our findings could have interesting applications in gait rehabil-

itation. Our results, in fact, suggest that subsensory electrical stimulation can be used to modulate the

activation of the targeted muscles in response to a stretch. Although it is not easy to predict if individuals

with impaired proprioception would respond to the stimulation in the same way as we observed in healthy

individuals, the ability to selectively modulate muscular response during training through peripheral pro-

prioceptive enhancement could theoretically be useful in promoting targeted and individual-specific

changes in muscular activity in response to the forces that the robot exerts on the leg.

Limitations of the study

The aim of the electrical stimulation we delivered to participants was to hyperpolarize muscle spindles.

However, in the electrical stimulation protocol we administered in our experiments, the current is distrib-

uted over a large area, whereas spindles may be distributed also deep within themuscle tissue, in a subject-

specific way. Thus, a different number of spindles may be affected by the stimulation across participants,

contributing to the variability in the response to the stimulation. Moreover, because of the lack of selectivity

of the surface stimulation we cannot exclude that other neural pathways may be affected at the same time.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead

contact, Giacomo Severini (giacomo.severini@ucd.ie).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

d Data will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

d Code will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the

lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Participants and ethics statement

30 healthy individuals (15 women, average age = 27.4 G 3.8, average BMI = 22.9 G 2) participated in this

study. Among the participants, 6 had experienced the Locomotor adaptation experiment at least once

before the beginning of the study, but each more than one month before the first experimental session.

All procedures were performed at the Spaulding Rehabilitation Hospital in Boston. All experimental pro-

tocols were approved by the Spaulding Rehabilitation Hospital Internal Review Board.

METHOD DETAILS

Experimental Setup and sessions

The study consisted of three experimental sessions. All experimental sessions were performed using the

Lokomat (Hocoma AG, Switzerland) exoskeleton. The Lokomat consists of a lower limb exoskeleton

attached to a frame that allows for actuation of hips and knees while the participant walks on a treadmill.

The Lokomat system allows for Body Weight Support, although this feature was not used during the exper-

iments. The Path Control modality allows participants to naturally control the timing of their gait while using

the machine.39 This is achieved by estimating, at every instant, the current phase of the gait cycle by

comparing the actual joint position and velocities with a pre-determined pattern using the algorithm devel-

oped by Aoyagi and colleagues.40 For each participant, the experimental sessions were held on different

days, with a maximum of 10 days between the first and the last session and at least one day of rest between

consecutive Locomotor adaptation experiments.

The first experimental session was used to find the settings for correctly fitting the person inside the Loko-

mat. During the first session participants walked while attached to the Lokomat for approximately 10 mi-

nutes and were familiarized with walking while attached to the device. During the second and third sessions

the participants underwent the Locomotor adaptation Experiments, once while experiencing continuous

subsensory electrical stimulation during the whole experiment (STIM) and once with electrical stimulation

only in the first 20 seconds of the experiment (NOSTIM). The order of the STIM and NOSTIM experiments

was randomized across participants with 15 participants (STIM-First group) performing the STIM experi-

ment in the second session (first Locomotor adaptation Experiment) and 15 participants (NOSTIM-First

group) performing the STIM experiment in the third session (second Locomotor adaptation Experiment).

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Software and algorithms

MATLAB 2021a MathWorks www.mathworks.com
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Locomotor adaptation experiment

After the initial setup, participants went through a pre-baseline part that consisted of two phases. In the first

phase, participants were asked to walk for 90 seconds at 3 km/h with the machine back-driven (thus inter-

action forces between the Lokomat and the participant were minimized in order to give the impression of

‘‘free walking’’). The data recorded during this period were used to calculate the Generalized Elasticities41

that allow for the minimization of the device loading during operations. In the second phase participants

were asked to walk for 120 seconds in back-driven mode (but with the newly updated elasticity) in order to

record their baseline walking pattern. This baseline pattern was used as reference for the Aoyagi algorithm.

After the pre-baseline part, which was repeated in each experimental session, participants performed the

Locomotor adaptation experiment consisting of four consecutive blocks.

� Catch trials: 180 gait cycles, with the machine in back-driven mode. The perturbation was activated

for 10 random single steps (catch trials) interspersed at least 8 steps between one another. These

catch trials were used to estimate the ‘‘free’’ response to the perturbation, before adaptation can

take place.

� Baseline: 80 gait cycles, with the machine in back-driven mode.

� Force-Field: 80 gait cycles, with the machine perturbing the participant’s gait pattern through a ve-

locity-dependent force field applied to the right leg during swing phase.

� After-Effect: 80 gait cycles with the machine in back-driven mode again.

Each Locomotor adaptation experiment lasted for about 10 minutes. During all the phases of the experi-

ment (pre-baseline and adaptation experiment) the treadmill of the Lokomat was set to 3 km/h and partic-

ipants were asked to follow the beat of a metronome pacing them at one full gait cycle every 1.4 seconds

(85.7 bpm). All experimental procedures, including the setup of the Lokomat and the perturbation (see

below), were identical to one of the experiments (the one labeled ‘‘X experiment’’) performed in our pre-

viously published study.30

The perturbation

The perturbation was designed as a velocity-dependent force field acting unilaterally on the right leg. The

perturbation was active during the swing phase of the right foot and aimed at increasing the step-length of

the participant experiencing it (see Figure 1). The perturbation force was generated by the robot according

to the following equation:

FðtÞ =

�
FxðtÞ
FyðtÞ

�
=

�
A 0
B 0

��
vxðtÞ
vyðtÞ

�
(Equation 1)

where Fx and Fy represent the antero-posterior (x) and vertical (y) components of the perturbing force

acting on the foot, and Vx and Vy represent the x- and y-components of the foot velocity as reconstructed

using the following Jacobian:

JðqÞ =

�
lFemur cosðqhÞ+ ltibia cosðqh � qkÞ
lFemur sinðqhÞ+ ltibia sinðqh � qkÞ

� ltibia cosðqh � qkÞ
� ltibia sinðqh � qkÞ

�
(Equation 2)

where lFemur is the length of the femur, lTibia is the length of the tibia, and Ɵ is the vector of the joint angles

Ɵh at the hip and Ɵk at the knee.

The damping coefficients were calculated as

A = 0:115$cosðf Þ$Sm;B = 0:690$sinðf Þ$Sm (Equation 3)

Where f is the angle of the perturbation and Sm is the participant’s mass in kg. For this experiment the

angle was set at 8�. This angle was found, in our previous experiments,30 as the angle at which the effect

of the perturbation only act in the positive step length direction, without affecting the step height. The

constant values in A and B were also empirically determined in the same experiment as values able to

induce approximately a 30% increase in step length with respect to the baseline trajectory. The pertur-

bation was applied only during the swing phase starting at the point of the gait cycle when the estimated

foot velocity in the antero-posterior direction turned from negative to positive (Vx(t) > 0| Vx(t-1) < 0) and

ending at the point when the position of the foot in the antero-posterior direction turned from positive
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to negative (x(t) < 0|x(t-1)>0). The zero of the foot position in the antero-posterior direction was set at the

center of the hip joint (Figure 1, Panel A).

Electrical stimulation

During both the STIM and NOSTIM experiments electrical noise stimulation was applied through surface

electrodes placed above the hamstring muscles (Figure 1, Panel B). The electrodes were rectangular self-

adhesive gel pads (Axelgaard Mfg. Co., Ltd., Fallbrook, CA, USA) placed approximately 5 cm above and

below the upper cuff of the Lokomat. The electrical stimulation was Gaussian White Noise with zero

mean and fixed root mean square (RMS) electrical current and was generated using a custom-developed

isolated stimulator commanded via a custom software application. The frequency of the stimulation was

between close to 0 Hz and 1 kHz. The RMS value of the electrical noise was set for each trial of each partic-

ipant at 90% the RMS corresponding with the sensory threshold of the participant, where the sensory

threshold is defined as the minimum RMS for which the participants were able to feel the stimulation on

their skin. The sensory threshold was estimated for each participant before the beginning of each exper-

iment. Specifically, after the participants were secured to the Lokomat system and before the beginning

of the pre-baseline walking trials, the electrodes were placed on the skin and the procedure for defining

the sensory threshold was initiated. A first check on the placement of the electrode was performed by

applying a noise current with an RMS of 500 mA (that represented the upper limit of the possible RMS

values), to check if participant could feel the stimulation and to show them the tickling sensation associated

with a noise stimulation above the sensory threshold level. Next, we set the RMS of the noise stimulation at

20 mA and increased the value by 10 mA every 10 seconds until the participant reported a tickling sensation

on the skin. The RMS of the electrical noise stimulation for the trial was then set at 90% this value. During the

NOSTIM condition the subsensory electrical noise stimulation was applied only at the very beginning of the

experiment, during the first 20 seconds of the Catch Trials phase. In the STIM condition the stimulation was

applied during the whole experiment. Participants were told, before each session, that electrical noise

stimulation may be applied to them during the Lokomat experiment. Since the stimulation was always

below sensory threshold, participants were effectively blinded on the experimental condition during

each experimental session.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data analysis

The Lokomat system is equipped with 4 position and 4 torque sensors measuring respectively the joint an-

gles and the interaction torques between the machine and the user at the hips and knees for both legs. The

torque exerted by the participant during the experiments was calculated by subtracting the perturbation

torques (calculated from Equation 4) from the interaction torques measured by the sensors. Since the effect

of the perturbation administered during the Locomotor adaptation experiment was that of increasing the

step length of the participants, adaptation and de-adaptation were evaluated for each participant in term

of changes in the normalized value of step length. Step length was calculated from Equation 3 as the

maximum value observed for the x variable during each gait pattern. The zero step-length value was set

at the center of the hip joint (Figure 1, panel A). For each experiment of each participant, the step length

associated with each step was normalized by dividing it by the average step length during the Baseline part

of the experiment. Locomotor adaptation is commonly characterized by an exponential change in the ki-

nematic/kinetic metric of interest.30,31 We observed a similar behavior also in the Locomotor adaptation

Experiments performed in this study (Figure 1, Panel C). Exponential fitting was applied on the force-field

and after-effect sessions of the experiments according to the following formula:

f ðnÞ = ae� bn +g (Equation 4)

For the Force-field phase the parameter a, that represents the initial response to the perturbation, was esti-

mated as the average of the deviations observed during the 9 single-step perturbations the participants

experienced during the catch trial session of the experiment, which represent a ‘‘free’’ response to the

perturbation before adaptation kicks in. The parameters b and g, that represent respectively the time con-

stant of the adaptation and the residual deviation at the end of the force-field phase, were estimated using

a least-squares algorithm. For the after-effect phase, all the three parameters a, b and g, were estimated,

with 95% confidence intervals, using a least-squares algorithm. Exponential fitting was applied to the

normalized step length patterns averaged across all participants for both conditions (STIM and

NOSTIM) and across groups of participants stratified depending on the whether they performed the
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STIM or NOSTIM experiments as the first Motor Adaption Experiment (STIM-First and NOSTIM-First

groups). For all the analyses, the quality of the fitting was evaluated using the root mean squared error.

The analysis of adaptation speed, estimated from the fittings as three times the value of the parameter

b was used to verify our hypothesis that the stimulation leads to faster adaptation.

A series of additional analyses were run to characterize stimulation-dependent differences in the patterns

of adaptation. Statistical analyses were performed to assess for significant (p < 0.05, after correction for

multiple comparisons) differences between the step length values in different sessions of the experiments

for both STIM and NOSTIM conditions. This analysis was based on Wilcoxon’s signed rank test with

Bonferroni-Holm correction that has been used to compare the values of step length between the STIM

and NOSTIM conditions in three specific points of the experiments. Specifically, we analyzed: a) the first

step of Force-Field, to investigate the presence of differences in initial response to the perturbation be-

tween the two conditions; b) the average of the last five steps of Force-field, to assess for differences be-

tween the two conditions when the adaptation is complete; c) the first step of After-Effect, to assess for dif-

ferences in the starting point of the de-adaptation period.

We evaluated inter-subject and intra-subject variability in step length at the end of the force-field, when

adaptation is supposed to be complete. The former measures the variability observed in each condition

across the different participants, the latter measures the step-to-step variability of each participant for

each condition. Inter-subject variability was calculated as the standard deviation (across participants) of

the average step length calculated in the last thirty steps of the force-field phase. Intra-subject variability

was instead calculated as the average standard deviation observed for each participant in the last thirty

step of the force-field phase. Power was estimated, for both the hip and knee, from Equation 5:

W = tjoint$Dqjoint (Equation 5)

Where tjoint is the interaction torque measured at the joint and Dqjoint is the joint angular velocity. We

analyzed the differences among STIM and NOSTIM conditions in the power Wadd needed to counteract

the perturbation. This value was estimated, for each joint, as:

Wadd = Wlate FF � Wlate BL � Wperturbation (Equation 6)

Were Wlate FF is the power estimated in the last ten steps of the Force-field phase, Wlate BL is the power

estimated in the last ten steps of the Baseline phase and Wperturbation is the power that is attributed to

the perturbation. This value was estimated as:

Wperturbation = tPert$DðqCT � qBL
�

(Equation 7)

Where tPert is the perturbing torque calculated in Equation 4 and qCT and qBL represent, respectively, the

joint angles during the catch trials (where adaptation to the perturbation is not yet present) and the average

angle measured during the Baseline condition.
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